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Use 
SPRINGY offers a smart, safe solution to the problem 
with run over signposts. SPRINGY will make the 
signpost return back to the original upright position if 
hit or run over, it will also make sure that the post is not 
rotated after impact.

Technical
The product is ideal to use in impact prone areas.
The patented system has been crash tested in 70 km/h 
with no damage and has completed over 1000 test 
cycles and still remained functional.

The Springy base will always return to vertical after 
impact, with the sign still in the correct orientation.
The Springy red base can handle posts with heights up 
to 2,7 m with a mounted sign 600x600 mm.
No other impact recovering system comes close!

Installation
You can choose between different mounting options 
depending on what base you have chosen, see 
illustrations.

· Surface mounting: Springy black and blue
· Socket mounting: Springy black and blue
· Surface mounting: Springy red
· Socket mounting with adaptor: Springy red

The adaptor package makes it possible to mount the 
Springy base Red in a standard socket for 60mm post. 
The package contains: 1 adaptor, 4 bolts, 4 flat washers 
and 1 locking wedge.

Advantages
· Posts can be changed, altered or replaced without 
 changing the base unit
· Tough! Base Units Made from Galvanised Steel
· Signs do not flutter in the wind like urethane products.
· Posts and Signs always reorientates back into their 
 original position after impact
· Low Ground clearance when bent over
· Engineered so that the upward force feels light when 
 the signpost is fully bent over, minimizing drive-over 
 vehicle damage and the chance for hook ups.
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